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EXITalarm
Security at emergency exits

Alarm if an emergency exit is misused
EXITalarm is an emergency exit door alarm which
detects when the door handle is turning. It emits an
audible and optical signal if the handle on a escape
route door is used. Thanks to its precise position, it
provides a highly effective deterrent against misuse of
emergency exits.
EXITalarm is an ideal product for a simple, easy-to-install retrofit since it requires no wiring and is powered
by a 9 V battery.

Financial loss due to misuse of escape routes

Overview of advantages:
∙∙ Emergency exits easily secured
∙∙ Alarm if emergency exit is misused: optical and audible signal triggered if door handle is turned
∙∙ Visible deterrent against unauthorised use of the
door
∙∙ Scaring Pre Alarm if handle is turned slightly
∙∙ Surveillance function which can be switched off
∙∙ Alarm activated or reset via Euro Profile or Swiss
round profile cylinder
∙∙ Risk of fingers getting caught minimised: lever folds
away completely when door handle is used
∙∙ Suitable as a retrofit for existing doors
∙∙ Can be combined with most EN 179 emergency exit
devices – please follow safety instructions
∙∙ No wiring necessary as device is powered by a 9 V
battery
∙∙ Lever can be set in two directions - height- and horizontally adjustable
∙∙ Flexibly adapted for installation in a wide range of
door installation types and locations
∙∙ Easily mounted onto different surfaces: screw attachment or glued into position on glass doors, for
example

EXITalarm
Operating modes

Surveillance function

Surveillance in the door handle provides a greater
deterrent against misuse of emergency exits.
The position of the lever clearly indicates that the
alarm will be triggered immediately if the handle is
used. This system ensures that the emergency exit is
protected simply and effectively.

Authorised door usage

The locking cylinder fitted into the lock is used for,
authorised opening of the door from both sides. The
lock must feature a transmission function if you wish
to incorporate authorised use. The door handle is thus
still monitored without inconveniencing the user.

Deactivating the
surveillance function

The surveillance alarm can be deactivated by the
profile cylinder.
The surveillance lever is secured in the lower position.
The door can now be opened using the door handle
without triggering the alarm.

Warning alarm

Triggered when the handle is used, a warning alarm
ensures a more effective deterrent against misuse of
an emergency exit.
If the surveillance handle is opened slightly, an audible
alarm is emitted, which will automatically will stop the
handle is released.

Emergency opening

The door can be opened in an emergency by using the
door handle.
If opened, the surveillance lever is activated and an
audible alarm is sounded, which can only be reset
using the integrated locking cylinder. The surveillance
lever swings downwards if the door is opened, thus
also giving visual indication that the alarm has been
triggered.

EXITalarm
Universal installation

Thanks to the surveillance lever's horizontal and vertical adjustment, EXITalarm can be easily adapted to the
structural conditions of any door.
In addition to universal right-hand/left-hand positioning, the device also offers stepped angular adjustment
to compensate for different mounting surface levels.
Featuring an adhesive foil as standard, the mounting
plate also provides attachment suitable for surfaces such
as glass, an alternative to fixing by screws.
With EXITalarm, the emphasis is on easy, versatile
installation with fitting accessories kept to a minimum.
Metal frame door with
glass insert:
mounted on glass

Mounted on wooden and
steel doors

Metal frame door with
glass insert:
mounted on frame

Included in supplied package
∙∙ EXITalarm, attached using screws or adhesive foil
∙∙ Fixing screws
∙∙ Adhesive foil, pre-attached to EXITalarm
∙∙ Dressing strip to cover gluing surface on opposite
side of glass.
∙∙ 9 V monobloc battery
∙∙ Locking cylinder with 3 keys Can be exchanged on
site with a profile half cylinder, 30 mm long, locking
bit position facing upwards

EXITalarm
Certified safety DIN EN 179

Proof of suitability
as emergency exit
locking device
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